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Abstract

In the development of educational programmes we need to involve

the students. The European Standards and Guidelines (ESG 2015)

state: "Programmes are reviewed and revised regularly involving

students and other stakeholders". The Swedish Higher Education Act

states "Quality assurance procedures are the shared concern of staff

and students at higher education institutions", and "Higher education

institutions shall endeavour to enable students to play an active role

in the continued development of courses and study programmes". We

therefore need to know how the students perceive that the

programme should be improved. Using just a few student

representatives for this has clear limitations, because they might

not be representative of all students. Rowley (1995) argues that

"gathering relevant, representative and useful student opinion is a

necessary part of the quality assurance process".

In the Computer Science and Engineering programme at KTH, we

have a unique opportunity to get input from every active student in
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the programme, through the Program Integrating Course (Kann

and Högfeldt 2016). The reason is that one of the intended

learning outcomes is "critically analyze and reflect on the structure

and performance of the programme and their own study

achievements".

In a mandatory questionnaire sent to all students in the five years

of the programme in May 2016, we asked each student to give at

least one proposal for how the programme could be improved. In

this way we got almost 800 suggestions for improvements of the

education, at least one from every active student.

We have sorted and categorized all the improvement suggestions.

We are now able to analyze which type of improvements of the

programme that are most asked for, and we also get a number of

good improvement proposals that we would never have thought of

ourselves.

Immediately Applicable Ideas

Ideas that need more work

Save for future consideration

Conclusions

• Surprisingly many proposals are realistic and well

founded.

• The suggestions can serve as a pool of ideas.

• The suggestions must now be prioritized.

• Any statistical analysis must be done with care, and

take into account how the data was collected and

classified.

• Feedback to the student group will be an important

part of the follow up process.

Number of

proposals Category

17,7% K courses in the program

11,8% U course structure and content

10,1% A administration and information

8,7% S program coherence
11 better coherence between courses

7 better coordination between courses (deadlines, course content etc)

5 make computer science connections in math courses

8 the teacher should be aware of the prerequisites of the course

5 explain the purpose of the course

1 show where the education may lead

4 connect the communication skills course to other courses

1 connect the human computer interaction course (mdi) to other courses

4 make the "red thread" visible in each course

1 you should be given a mentor who you could talk to

2 teachers should be more interested in the opinions of the students

1 more contact with the prosam seminar group outside of the seminars

1 meet master students in a prosam seminar

1 sustainability and ethics could be discussed in prosam

1 crosscourse projects

1 make a visualization of the education

1 give better assistance in putting together a viable set of courses in the master's program

4 improve the integration of international students

1 better orientation to the international students about how to use KTH systems etc.

1 make Swedish students meet more exchange students

1 more centralized information and communication with teachers

1 improve communication between teachers and the administration (regarding e.g. number of expected students)

1 have a short introduction to the courses for each track

1 more defined goals and more collaboration between students of the same track

6,6% E assessment and grading
2 more clear wordings of assignments

1 more clear wordings of assignments in the programming course (inda)

1 more clear wordings of assignments in the operating systems course (os)

1 limit the number of reexaminations

3 increase the number of exam opportunities

1 lab week at Christmas, not only in June

1 design assessment such that it empowers students with agency and sense of accomplishment

8 less written exams, more practice assessment

1 more and smaller labs

1 reasonable assessment  combine graded project work and P/F exam

1 exams are mostly easier than projects; make them high standards and allow multiple attempts without penalty

1 have some labs that are ment to be done individually

3 more formative assessments

1 more relevant (authentic) forms of assessment

1 no programming in written exams

1 more oral assessment

2 less labs in groups of 2

2 more clear assessment criteria

3 more uniform gradings in different courses

1 more uniform demands from lab assistants

1 report labs using Git instead of orally

2 not timebased grading (for example to get AB in projects)

1 bonus points in every course

1 more graded labs

1 change to a P/F grading system

1 change the grading system to fewer grades

1 improve the grading in the sustainability course (hållut)

1 better information on how remaining assessments should be handled

5,3% L teachers

5,1% M environment, premises, schedule, time

3,8% V electives and specialized knowledge

3,6% P program development

3,5% O rest of the world

3,0% G generic competences

2,2% MOD modernization of courses

2,2%  no improvement proposal

2,1% Å feedback

2,0% TILL applications

1,8% EL Elearning

1,8% H help

1,8% UTV evaluation and development

1,3% F research

1,0% KRAV level of requirement in the education

1,0% MOT motivation

0,9% X extracurricular activities

0,8% J equality and equal treatment

0,7% SPRÅK teaching language

0,5% B course literature

0,3% D computers and systems

0,3% ? other proposals

Examples from the Raw Data Classification into Categories Followup Processing

Method & Results

All student suggestions have now been manually aggregated into

categories. A next step will be to prioritize the suggestions in order

to identify what should be implemented immediately or when

possible, what needs further work to be useful, and what ideas

should be saved for future consideration, or simply rejected.

We can already see that many of the suggestions are very realistic

and valuable. Still, the brainstorming nature of the material calls

for a thorough prioritization process, where it will be important to

involve both students, teachers and other members of the staff.

Here we can again make use of the Program Integrating Course to

involve all students, but also the regular programme board and

general assembly are natural fora for such discussions.

To make the most of this prioritization process, we would like to

complement the material with ideas collected from the teachers in

a similar manner.
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